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Abstract
Mouse embryonic stem cells \(mESCs) can form all of the tissues of the developing embryo in vivo; yet
they develop into spatially disorganised structures when grown in vitro as embryoid bodies. Here, we
present a 5-7 day protocol for generating aggregates of mESCs, that we have dubbed gastruloids, that
mimic the early post-implantation development of the embryo by virtue of their de�ned, small size. When
cultured in the appropriate conditions, gastruloids break radial symmetry, polarise their gene expression,
and specify the major body axes. They further undergo a gastrulation-like process and axial elongation,
and follow a temporal programme of gene expression that corresponds to post-occipital embryonic
development, exempli�ed by the collinear expression of Hox genes along the developing anteroposterior
axis. A key strength of this system is the ability to reproducibly and robustly generate large numbers of
gastruloids under de�ned conditions that will enable demanding experimental approaches, normally very
di�cult or impossible to accomplish with embryonic material.

Introduction
Mouse embryonic stem cells \(mESCs) are derived from the early mouse embryo \[1,2] and retain their
ability to contribute to all embryonic tissues on reintroduction to a host embryo \[3,4]. Whereas mESCs
have long been used as an in vitro model of embryogenesis when grown in the form of 3D embryoid
bodies \(EBs) \[5,6], these structures are typically formed from many hundreds to thousands of cells, and
while they form many different cell types, their overall organisation is typically disordered \[7,8] with no
reports of axial structures emerging \(although polarisation in gene expression has been reported \[9]).
Building on the work from EBs, the reports of axial structures generated from P19 Embryonal Carcinoma
cells \[10], and our previous work on aggregating mESC \[11, 12], we developed a robust and highly
reproducible 3D culturing protocol for aggregating mESC that display key features of early
postimplantation mouse development \[13]. These structures which we call gastruloids, undergo
spontaneous symmetry-breaking, speci�cation of the three body axes, germ-layer formation, gastrulation-
like cell emergence, antero-posterior elongation and morphogenesis, as well as collinear Hox gene
expression along the developing antero-posterior axis \[13]. **Comparison with other methods** Our
protocol has a number of similarities to those used in the organoids �eld, especially when starting from
cultures of pluripotent stem cells \[7]. Whereas other organoid systems generally progress to
endodermally-derived organs \(such as the stomach, lung and intestine) or derivatives of the anterior
ectodermal tissue \(such as the optic cup, the inner ear and the cerebral cortex) \[14], a key difference in
gastruloid culture is that the representation of tissues is not restricted to derivatives of a single germ layer
or organ; rather multiple germ-layer derivatives form as part of a larger whole \[13]. From a technical
perspective, this protocol bears close similarity to that used to form cortical tissue organoids \(SFEBq
culture) \[15] in a 96-well plate format, which improved reproducibility and facilitated live imaging of the
gastruloids. A key technical difference to many organoid cultures is that gastruloid culture can be
conducted entirely in suspension and it does not rely on the use of unde�ned components such as serum
and Matrigel®. **Applications** Gastruloids are a relevant experimental system for the study of early
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post-implantation mouse development with the potential to reduce or replace embryonic material in
research \(the 3Rs). The ability to reproducibly generate hundreds of gastruloids will be particularly
important in enabling forms of experimentation that would not be feasible when starting with mouse
embryos \(e.g. when large amounts of tissue are required). This system is particularly well-suited to
experimental approaches using inducible gene-expression or gene knock-out systems, which can be
easily controlled under the minimal culture conditions. Gastruloids might also offer a route to deriving
embryonic progenitor populations that are otherwise inaccessible to directed differentiation approaches
in adherent culture, since they have a three-dimensional cellular context that is closer to the geometry of
the embryo.

Reagents
**Routine culture medium:** ESLIF Medium \(1) • 500mL Glasgow’s Minimal Essential Medium \(GMEM,
Gibco 11710-035), • 5mL sodium pyruvate \(Invitrogen 11360-039), • 5mL non-essential amino acids \
(Gibco 11140-035), • 5mL GlutaMAX \(Gibco 35050-038), • 1mL β-mercaptoethanol \(Gibco 31350-010), •
50mL Foetal Bovine Serum \(FBS, Biosera FB-1090/500), • 550µL Leukaemia Inhibitory Factor \(1000
units, Merck Millipore ESG1107). or ESLIF Medium \(2) \(e.g. for culture of Sox1eGFP ; BramCherry
double reporter \(SBR) mESC line, Oct4:GFP miPSC line) • 500mL Dulbecco’s Modi�ed Eagle’s Medium \
(DMEM, Gibco 11960044), • 5mL sodium pyruvate \(Invitrogen 11360-039), • 5mL non-essential amino
acids \(Gibco 11140-035); • 5mL GlutaMAX \(Gibco 35050-038); • 1mL β-mercaptoethanol \(Gibco
31350-010); • 50mL Foetal Bovine Serum \(FBS, Biosera FB-1090/500), • 550µL Leukaemia Inhibitory
Factor \(1000 units, Merck Millipore ESG1107), • 3μM CHIR99021 \(Tocris Biosciences 4423), • 2μM
PD0325901 \(Tocris Biosciences 4192). **Differentiation medium:** • NDiff227 \(Takara, Y40002). or
N2B27 • 500mL Neurobasal \(Thermo Fisher Scienti�c, 21103-049), • 500mL DMEM-F12 \(Sigma-Aldrich,
D6421), • 5mL N2 \(see below, or Merck Millipore SCM012), • 5mL B27 \(Thermo Fisher Scienti�c, 17504-
044), • 10mL glutamine \(Thermo Fisher Scienti�c 25030081), • 1mL β-mercaptoethanol \(Gibco 31350-
010). **Tip:** N2, B27 and Neurobasal can show considerable batch variability, so routine batch-testing is
strongly recommended. **Reagents:** • CHIR99021 \(Chiron, 10mM in dimethyl sulphoxide \(DMSO),
Tocris Biosciences 4423) • Gelatin \(Sigma-Aldrich G1890); dissolved in distilled water to a 1% \(w/v)
stock solution, autoclaved and further diluted to 0.1% in 1xPBS \(see below) prior to use. • 1X Phosphate
buffered saline \(PBS, with Mg2+ and Ca2+; Sigma-Aldrich D8662). • Trypsin-EDTA \(0.05%, Gibco 25300-
1010). **Plastics:** • 15mL or 50mL Centrifuge tubes \(Grenier Bio-One 188271 or 227261) • 25cm2

tissue culture �ask \(Grenier Bio-One 690-175). • Sterile reservoir \(55mL, STARLAB E2310-1010). • U-
bottomed non-tissue culture-treated 96-well plate \(Grenier 650185 or CLS 7007). • Optional: Low-
adherence 24-well plate \(Sigma Aldrich CLS3473) for extended culture.

Equipment
• BSL-2 biosafety cabinet. • Benchtop centrifuge for 15mL/50mL centrifuge tubes. • Haemocytometer \
(e.g. Improved Neubauer haemocytometer, Hawksley AS1000) or automated cell counter \(e.g. TC20, Bio-
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Rad 1450102 or Moxi Z Mini, ORFLO Technologies MXZ002). • Humidi�ed cell culture incubator \(37°C,
5% CO2). • Inverted benchtop microscope for examination of cultures. • Multichannel micropipette \(30-
300μL is an ideal range). • Water bath \(37°C). • Optional: Incubator compatible orbital shaker \(Infors
Celltron 69222) for extended culture.

Procedure
**Culture Conditions Prior to Aggregation:** - Maintain mESCs in ESLIF medium \(see Reagents &
Equipment) on 0.1% gelatin-precoated tissue culture-treated plastic \(e.g. 25cm2 �asks) in a humidi�ed
incubator \(37°C, 5% CO2). - Passage the mESCs to new �asks every other day; exchange 50-66% of the
culture medium for fresh, pre-warmed medium on alternating days. - Culture the mESCs for at least two
passages post-thawing before experimental use. Stocks that have been maintained in vitro for more than
30 passages may produce more variable results. - Culture cells to 40-60% con�uence at the point of
passaging or experimental use. A density of 1.8x104 cells/cm2 is recommended, but this should be
optimised for each cell line. - Routinely test all cell lines for Mycoplasma contamination and maintain
stocks under antibiotic free conditions to quickly identify microbial infections. **0 hours: Preparation of
Gastruloids from mESCs and miPSCs \(one 96-well plate)** **Note 1:** The following protocol describes
generation of gastruloids from mESCs and miPSCs. Gastruloids can be reproducibly generated with
mESC and miPSC lines from genetic backgrounds that include the 129 strain. The culture requirements
may differ for mESCs and miPSCs \(e.g. the use of ES+LIF Medium1 or 2, respectively). Such differences
can also be observed between different mESC lines from different genetic backgrounds. **Note 2:**
Gastruloids derived from miPSCs generally require higher starting cell numbers \(e.g. 600-800 cells/well)
compared to mESC-derived gastruloids \(e.g. 300 cells/well). The optimum starting cell number should
be de�ned empirically. **Note 3:** Gastruloids can be formed successfully from cells cultured in 2i
conditions \(N2B27 + 3µM Chi + 1µM PD0325901 + LIF), although the process of elongation is slightly
delayed with respect to cells from ESL medium. **1.** Pre-warm PBS, ESLIF, N2B27 and Trypsin-EDTA in
a 37°C waterbath. **Optional:** If maintaining the cell stock, pre-coat a T25 tissue culture �ask with 5mL
0.1% Gelatin in PBS. **2.** Aspirate the medium from the T25 tissue culture �ask and rinse gently with
5mL PBS, twice. **3.** Aspirate the PBS and add 1mL of pre-warmed Trypsin-EDTA. **4.** Rock the �ask
to detach the colonies of cells. If required, strike the wall of the �ask gently a few times to aid
detachment, or incubate the �ask at 37°C for 30 seconds. **5.** Dissociate the colonies into a single cell
suspension with a P1000 micropipette tip by ejecting the suspension forcefully against a wall of the
�ask. **CRUCIAL:** A single cell suspension is essential for accurate cell counting. Errors in counting
affect the size of the gastruloids, which is known to affect the level of axial organisation \(see \[11]).
**6.** Neutralise the Trypsin-EDTA with 5mL ESLIF and transfer to a centrifuge tube. **7.** Centrifuge the
suspension for 3 minutes at approximately 170 x g. **8.** Aspirate the supernatant and add 5mL warm
PBS. **Tip:** The pellet should become resuspended by the addition of the PBS. In order to avoid the loss
of cells through transfer errors, drawing the suspension into the pipette is discouraged. **9.** Centrifuge
the suspension for 3 minutes at approximately 170 x g. **10.** Aspirate the supernatant and add 5mL
warm PBS. **11.** Centrifuge the suspension for 3 minutes at approximately 170 x g. **12.** Aspirate
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the PBS, minimising carry-over by tilting the tube to remove as much as possible while leaving the pellet
intact. **13.** Fully resuspend the pellet in 1mL N2B27 using a P1000 micropipette. **Optional:** If
required, dilute this suspension further in N2B27 to facilitate cell counting. Work with the newly diluted
suspension for subsequent steps. **14.** Load the haemocytometer \(or the counting slide of an
automated cell counter) with 10μL of cell suspension and determine the density of the suspension.
**15.** Determine the volume of suspension required to produce a cell concentration of 7.5 mESCs/μL or
20 miPSCs/μL in N2B27. E.g. 3.75x104 mESCs or 10x104 miPSCs in a �nal volume of 5mL N2B27 is
su�cient for a single 96-well plate, plus a small amount of dead volume; this gives 300 mESCs or 800
miPSCs per 40μL drop after plating. **Tip:** The number of cells per aggregate is adjusted empirically for
each cell line to give aggregates of around 150μm diameter at the 48 hour time point. Tables for
commonly used cell lines can be found in \[12] and \[11]. **16.** Add the calculated volume of
suspension to the required amount of N2B27, mix well and transfer to a sterile reservoir. **Tip:**
Vortexing the suspension prior to plating or pipetting it up and down within the reservoir can ensure that
the cells are well mixed. **17.** Pipette 40μL of plating suspension into each well of a sterile, U-bottomed
non-tissue culture-treated 96-well plate with a multichannel micropipette. **Tip:** Take care to position
the droplets in the bottom of each well and not clinging to the walls, as U-shaped droplets are required for
e�cient aggregation. **18.** Con�rm that cells can be seen within each well using the inverted benchtop
microscope. **19.** Return the plate to the incubator for 48 hours. **Optional:** If maintaining the cell
stock, aspirate the Gelatin from the T25 and add 6mL pre-warmed ESLIF medium. Calculate the required
volume of the cell suspension for 4.5x105 cells and add this to the ESLIF medium \(there is a small carry-
over of N2B27). **48 hours: Addition of Secondary Medium** **20.** Pre-warm N2B27 in the 37°C
waterbath. **21.** Prepare secondary medium as a 3μM Chiron solution in N2B27. 16mL is ample for a
single plate. **Tip:** Using secondary media with different compositions will yield different results that
are often apparent as changes in morphology \(see \[12] and \[11]). **22.** Transfer 150μL of secondary
medium to each well using the multichannel micropipette and a sterile plastic reservoir. **23.** Return the
plate to the incubator for a further 24 hours. **72 hours: Removal of Secondary Medium** **24.** Pre-
warm N2B27 in the 37°C waterbath. **25.** Carefully remove 150μL of the secondary medium from each
well using the multichannel micropipette, holding it at an angle to aspirate slowly from the side of each
well. **26.** Add 150μL of fresh, pre-warmed N2B27 to each well using the multichannel micropipette.
**Tip:** Add the fresh medium with su�cient force to move the gastruloids within the well, thereby
avoiding adhesion to the plastic. **27.** Return the plate to the incubator for a further 24 hours. **96
hours: Change of Medium** **28.** Repeat steps 24-27 to exchange 150μL culture medium for fresh, pre-
warmed N2B27. **120 hours: Change of Medium** **29.** If maintaining the culture, repeat steps 24-27
to exchange 150μL culture medium for fresh, pre-warmed N2B27. **Extended Culture \(120-168h):**
**30.** To prolong the culture, transfer the gastruloids individually into low-attachment 24-well plates in
700μL volumes of fresh N2B27 at 120 hours. **Tip:** Cut a P1000 micropipette tip approximately 5mm
from the end and use this to collect and transfer the gastruloids with minimal damage. **31.** Incubate
on an incubator-compatible orbital shaker for 48 hours at 40 RPM. **32.** Replenish the medium after 24
hours \(144 hours) by exchanging 400μL medium for fresh N2B27.
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Timing
The total duration is 5-7 days, depending on whether the culture is extended. The hands-on time breaks
down as follows: 0 hours: Approx. 30-45 minutes per cell line. 48 hours: Approx. 10 minutes per cell line.
72, 96 and 120 hours: Approx. 15 minutes per cell line. 120+ hours: Approx. 30 minutes per cell line to
transfer the gastruloids to 24-well plates.

Troubleshooting
**Aggregation failure.** Aggregation failure might originate from the U-bottomed 96-well plate of choice.
Make sure to use the aforementioned plates for e�cient aggregation. The culture is also sensitive to the
starting state of the cells. Failure to aggregate has been observed in stocks that have been maintained at
high con�uence \(>90%) or under stress \(e.g. from missing daily medium changes or pH<6.5), resulting
in the formation of large embryoid bodies but not gastruloids. **The cells aggregate, but the gastruloids
disintegrate during the culture.** This is often observed as a progressive decompaction of the cells,
starting at the edge of the tissue and proceeding inwards. A possible cause is batch-to-batch variability in
the N2B27 medium, which needs to be prepared carefully and checked for the presence of any
precipitates before use. When using commercially available N2B27, follow the manufacturer’s protocol
for storage and thawing to prevent precipitation. Other causes could be environmental; start by
con�rming that the CO2 concentration and temperature are stable within the incubator. **Gastruloids fail
to form, or disintegrate during culture.** The droplet volumes are initially small \(40μL) and so the plates
are sensitive to evaporation during the �rst 48 hours. Check that the incubator is adequately humidi�ed
and, where possible, avoid areas of rapid air circulation \(e.g. close to the fan, if present). This problem
becomes evident as a reduction in droplet volume and changes in pH in the peripheral wells. **Many
small satellite aggregates form, or the gastruloids are very small.** These observations indicate problems
in cell counting. In the former case, underestimation of the true cell density results in too many cells being
plated in each well. This can produce many small satellite aggregates that can fuse with the main
gastruloid, producing spurious elongated morphologies. Ensure that the suspension is fully dissociated to
single cells before counting and that the plating suspension is well-mixed prior to use. Satellite
aggregates may also form in sub-optimal U-bottomed 96-well plates. Make sure to use mentioned plates
for e�cient aggregation. **The gastruloids adhere to the plastic and lose their shape.** This becomes a
common problem if the gastruloids are maintained beyond 120 hours in the non-tissue culture treated U-
bottomed 96-well plates. It can be alleviated by adding the culture media with some force to move the
gastruloids within the wells, or by using low-attachment 96-well plates. The extended culture protocol
described above is recommended as a means of maintaining the gastruloids to 168 hours.

Anticipated Results
The 96-well plate format makes it easy to follow the development of single gastruloids, particularly
through the acquisition of live imaging data by wide-�eld microscopy. Users of the protocol are
encouraged to observe the gastruloids each day to monitor the quality of the culture and to keep track of
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morphological changes such as elongation \(e.g. at least 70% of gastruloids should be elongating by the
114 -120hours time point under optimal conditions). A brief overview of gastruloid development is
detailed below: Within the �rst 24 hours, the cell suspension sediments to the bottom of the wells,
forming a single cellular aggregate in each well. Individual cells within the aggregates should be
indistinct, indicating that they are fully adherent to their neighbours. At the 48 hour time point, the
aggregates should be smooth spheroids that have increased slightly in size over the preceding 24 hours.
At the 72 hour time point, the aggregates should have grown further, with some of the population
remaining as spheroids and others showing regions of local narrowing, giving an ovoid appearance. The
surface should no longer be smooth, with loose extruded cells forming a rough, but thin, coating on the
tissue. At the 96 hour time point, many of the aggregates will have proceeded from a spheroid or ovoid
shape to become elongated along a clear long axis. One end of this axis should have a smooth border
and appear bright under phase contrast microscopy, which corresponds to the elongating posterior end.
The other end of the axis should be round and dark and be covered in a loose layer of extruded cells;
corresponding to the more anterior tissue. The optimal time to observe the elongations appears to be
around 114-120 hours, by which point they should appear as long extensions from the darker, round-
shaped anterior tissues. At later time points, some of the aggregates may start to adhere to the bottom
surface of the wells and the tissue organisation will be disrupted, unless the extended culture technique is
used. _Extended Cultures_: in these cases, shaking the gastruloids in a larger volume should extend the
length of the elongations, allowing them to form very long and thin tissues. It should also be possible to
observe internal epithelial tissues by phase contrast microscopy. Some may fragment due to motion of
the culture medium while rocking. By the 168 hours time point, some of the more anterior tissues may
become quite broad but the elongation should still be evident.
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